










ATTN: Steven Chang at tcba{rfri)i ud. ca. sov
Meni A. Boldwin
Treosu rer

January 14,2016 Meeting of Trial Court Budget Advisory Committee,
Item 3, Recommendations of the Court-Appointed Counsel Funding
Allocation Methodology Joint Subcommittee (Action ltem)

Morvin K. Anderson
Tereso coffese Dear Members of the Trial Court Budget Advisory Committee:
Joseph J. Cololono
Alicio M. Gómez
Tereso Johnson I write as the Director of Court Appointment Programs of the Lawyer Referral and
Koren G' Johnson-McKewon Information Service (LRIS), a California State Bar certified program, which contracts
Kwixuon H. Moloof
Peter c. Meier with the Superior Court for the City and County of San Francisco as administrators for
Theodore B. Miller
Mike Moye this county's Dependency Representation Program.
Ann N. Nguyen
Notolie Pierce Please consider this letter as written public comment on the recommendations under
Tereso Renoker
Moul¡k G. shoh consideration.
Chorlene (Chuck) Shimodo
Quyen To

wiltiom F. Toronrino First, while we appreciate the diffrcult task in addressing the needs of all counties, we
John s. worden again urge this body to follow the State Bar Guidelines on the Delivery of Services in

Indigent Defense (making specific reference to applicability in dependency cases). 
I

BARRISTERS CLUB
oFFtcERS A cursory review of the Guidelines and ABA Standards makes clear that the proposed

voterie A. uribe recommendations fail to comport with the Guidelines which require jurisdiction specific
presidenr funding accounting for case complexity and county specific needs. The revised

Btoir K. wotsh methodology continues to rely on state averages. This county, like many others, will be
President-Elect unable to meet the needs of the families served in our dependency court utilizing the

Joson J. Golek proposed methodology.
ïreosu rer
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The recommendations will deleteriously affect San Francisco in the following ways:

1. Recommendations (1-4) concerning salaries, overhead and benefits continue to

be based on statewide averages. San Francisco is an outlier in every regard as

I In 2006, the State Bar of California adopted these Guidelines following a considerable undertaking; this
Supreme Court should follow these Guidelines studied, developed and adopted by its adrninistrative arm.
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carefully documented in our Court Appointed Dependency Counsel Survey

Responses. Specifically:
a. City Attorney (county counsel) salaries in San Francisco range between

$150,000 and $199,000 annually (which of course do not include
benefits and overhead). The TCBAC average recommended is far, far
lower. We are unable to attract and retain competent attorney

representation if we cannot compete in this local market. We are

currently experiencing a significant drop in attorneys willing to do this
work.

b. Commercial space rental, which directly affects the cost of doing
business in San Francisco, has risen by 100% since 2006. No other city
in the state or nation has experienced a similar rise in home or
commercial rental. Yet during this same time period, funding for
dependency counsel in San Francisco has decreased. These rising costs

negatively impact our ability to retain experienced attorneys currently
doing this work and to attracf smaft, dedicated entry-level attorneys,
particularly attorneys representative of our diverse clientele.

2. Recommendations 5-6 regarding source data and parent ratio funding will
deprive a significant number of families of mandated representation.

a. San Francisco keeps very accurate records of appointments and caseload.

Contrary to the numbers relied upon by the Judicial Council for this
county, our caseload is much higher than reported by cuffent or proposed

funding methodology. Perhaps unlike some counties, we are able to

accurately report the current number of appointments and the current

number of active cases. The funding model suggests San Francisco's

caseload (minors and parents) is approximately 2200 while we know it to
be over 3,000. Therefore approximately one third of our current caseload

remains unfunded.

b. The recommendation supports an appointment rate of .8 parents per

dependent child, while we have accurately reported the appointment rate

of 1.53 in San Francisco. Perhaps our cases involve a smaller number of
children but higher number of families than the model accounts for?
The Working Group noted significant discrepancies from county to

county but agreed upon an average ratio instead. Failing to adequately

compensate each county for the specific number of parent appointments

creates two problematic scenarios:

i. Counties that appoint at a rate lower than .8 per dependent child
receive funds for legal services that are not provided.

ii. The statewide formula of .8 creates unlawful and unethical

incentive for counties like ours to appoint counsel for fewer
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parents than mandated. Studies have shown the benefit to family
renunciation when a parent has appointed counsel early in the

proceedings. Due process requires no less. The Judicial Council
should count parent appointments in a manner that encourages

rather than discourages appointment, and appropriately
compensate counties for the legal representation that their county
provides.

Other funding concerns include circumstances unique to some counties
including San Francisco; the proposed methodology fails to account for these

circumstances.

a. Out of county placement is a unique and expensive problem in San

Francisco which the funding model fails to compensate. Deeply
troubling for this county are the number of minors placed outside the
county. No other comparably sized county is burdened by so many out-
of-county placement of minors. Using the UC Berkeley data, two-thirds
of all counties are able to place minors without five (5) miles. Yet San

Francisco, due to a number of factors, including costs associated with
service providers unique to this county, is lorced to place at least two-
thirds of minors well outside of this county. Counties unable to afford
visits with minor clients are failing to provide due process and meet their
ethical and legal obligations.

b. Racial Disparity: In addition, factors tied to racial composition are

challenging. In San Francisco 59%o of children in foster care is African
American (based on the Census report of 2014) while only 5.8% of San

Francisco's population is African American. As reported in San

Francisco's Court Appointed Dependency Counsel Survey, we are

without any funds needed to understand and address this disparity and

better serve these families.
c. Caseload complexity: A review of filing among counties suggests that

Los Angeles files at a much higher rate than its relative percentage of
open cases. San Francisco appears to file at a much lower rate,

suggesting San Francisco. better assesses the seriousness ofcases at the

emergency response level, filing only on the more serious/complex

cases. This has two benefits: 1) it aligns with scientific research - San

Francisco's practice is designed to keep families intacf; and 2) it keeps

costs down. However, the cases filed are more costly to litigate and

drives a cost-per-case above counties with higher filings representing

less serious cases. The proposed methodology fails to account for costs

incurred in this county and encourages counties to file when

unnecessary.
J''
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d. Recommendation 9 which endorses a câseload of 144 per âttorney is
outside what is reasonable or ethical, particularly in a county such as this
which selects only serious/complex cases for filing. Again, the State Bar
Guidelines are ignored by this recommendation which overly funds
counties which file on matters that are quickly or easily resolved, and
deprives adequate representation to counties electing to file instead on
the most serious and complex cases

A. Traun
Director Court Programs
Lawyer Referral and Information Service
415-782-8942
jtlaun€).sfbar.org
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